My G4G10 gift is a spherical model in paper, with round ends at the north and south poles. It was designed by origamist Philip Chapman-Bell of Northampton, MA, and is titled The Ten-Sided Yin-Yang Globe.

It is to be constructed from ten “ribs,” aided by instructions in the YouTube display at www.origami.oschene.com/?p=782.

The completed structure is an example of modular kirigami. Related information is at www.georgehart.com/kirigami/kirigami.html.

Thanks to Philip for his clever design and generous permission to use it. More of his constructions can be seen at his site, www.origami.oschene.com.

_____________

Norton Starr

www.amherst.edu/~nstarr
(which has a copy of the above, with links)